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ABSTRACT 
 

This article is about heads up displays (HUDs). A heads-up display (HUD) is a technology used in a 

vehicle’s infotainment display system that allows the driver to view an image on the vehicle’s windshield 

or a panel just below the driver’s line of sight, or, to put it another way, a display that is wirelessly 

connected to the internet and shows real-time traffic and navigation information on a car's windshield 

while driving. The head-up display (HUD), which enables users to simultaneously view a real image and 

information projected on it without making substantial head movements or eye scans, introduces a new 

way of displaying information. The head-up display (HUD) invented a brand-new method of information 

delivery. HUDs have been used for a variety of tasks, including aircraft manipulation, Automobile driving 

and machinery maintaining to help users better understand their surroundings. The head-up display is far 

more energy-efficient than the postage-stamp LCD screens used frequently in today's head-up displays for 

mobile devices. Head-up display screens produce a clean, clear image independent of the lighting 

conditions outside since they project images directly into the retina. The study above describes how heads-

up displays function in real-world situations and specifies three categories of HUD techniques such as 

head-mounted or ground-referenced, optical see through or video see-through, and single-sided or two-

sided types. 

KEYWORDS: HUD (Heads-Up Display), Vehicle's Infotainment Display, Vehicle's Windshield, Real Image, 
information delivery, windshield. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In the amidst the evolution of technology we have become more dependent on devices than we can imagine. 
This has led to innovation of assorted items to make our lives very stressless and easy. One such innovation 
includes the Heads Up display in vehicles [1]. This Heads-Up display is in the basic of its level of innovation. 
There arises some problem when we think of this as it is. Sometimes we might be travelling on a road which 
contains multiple turns to go to various places. Sometimes the direction we see in our phones might be 
misleading and it can be the case that we might miss a turn. If we are on a national highway this will cause 
huge confusion and will waste a lot of time [2]. There can be cases where the green board will show the 
directions of a few unusual places and when we really arrive at that turning, we might miss it. Hence to avoid 
all these problems we have produced a solution where we can upgrade the already existing HUDs to an 
advanced level and provide people with some enhanced technology [3]. 

 

 
Figure 1: Spectrum of Vision 
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Literature Survey 

 
For the driver which display is shown in the maps such as take right or left or take your turn to the next upcoming 

left in the google maps audio or in the car display the driver might feel very confusing  or very difficult to watch 

or listen to the audio while driving so we can hereby solve this problem by heads up display where the display 

shows where the turn must be taken or how many yards is left for the turn to be taken approximately can be 

told in the road ,where the vehicle is moving by taking the display of the road through the front camera and 

display where exactly the turn has to be taken since the driver eyes are focused on the road, driver might feel 

easy and confident while driving since his eyesight will also be on the road. In many respects, the engineering 

and marketing departments, rather than the people who will be using the car, are what drive the deployment 

of technologies like HUD [4]. The combiner shows symbology in relation to the outside view both vertically and 

horizontally, subtended towards the pilot's vision. HUDs are typically powered by two independent redundant 

computer systems on aircraft avionics systems. Instead of receiving pre-calculated data from the flight 

computers, they directly receive input from the aircraft's sensors and carry out their own calculations [5]. 

 

Figure 2: Heads up display 
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Methodologies Used  

 

1. Category 1: 

The speed of the approaching vehicle can also be seen in the heads-up display which is extremely helpful for 

the driver to control the speed in the scenarios where the traffic police can charge a fine for over speeding 

within the city limits [6]. Hence, a warning or beep sound is given in the vehicle for over speeding, telling the 

driver you must reduce the vehicle speed [7]. 

                 

Figure 3: Flowchart of Category 1 
 

An indicator hereby shows where you must take a right turn to reach your destination. But when we view in the 

google maps it might just show to tell us that take right to 300 yards which might be very confusing so this 

heads-up display might be extremely helpful to take accurate turns and less time consumption because it guides 

always to the right direction [8]. 

               

Figure 4: Flowchart of Category 1 
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2. Category 2: 

                                                                    

                                                           

Figure 5: Working flow of events  
 

The driver views the road through a mirror while artificial visuals with graphics are superimposed on it. The HUD 

(HEADS UP (Unified Process) DISPLAYS) preserves the genuine scene's quality [9]. 

 

 

Figure 6: Human Vision 
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Additionally, the actual scene is compatible with eye accommodation and convergence reactions. The 

responses, however, do not apply to virtual things. In other words, the user is at a different distance from the 

genuine picture than the artificial images are [10]. To receive information in both settings, the user's eyes must 

alternatively adjust to these distances. 

 

3. Category 3: 

According to the relationship between the eyes and the Head up Display, HUDs (HEADS UP DISPLAYS) are 

divided into single-sided and two-sided varieties based on their field of view [11]. Whether images are 

presented to the eyes is a significant factor that determines the range of relevant fields [12].

 

 Figure 7: Tesla Infotainment System 
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Figure 8: Flowchart of HUD 

 

 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS OF HEADS-UP DISPLAY 

Heads up display is any transparent display that presents data without requiring users to look away from their 

usual viewpoints [13]. 

 

Technology can be used to make our lives easier. One such Tech in the automobile world includes Heads Up 

display. At the present state, the Heads-up display is in its maximum updated state, but for the upcoming 

generations there are some ideas where we can advance the screen [14]. We can take the example of the Tesla 

Infotainment screen where a small car representing tesla is seen on the road and the AI (Artificial Intelligence) 

uses the camera feed to convert it into an interactive system where the screen shows the exact copy of vehicles 

on the road. We have played many cars racing games where the map shows the road we must take, and a line 

will be travelling on the road showing the direction required [15]. A similar user interface can be created for the 

heads-up display where the road we are travelling will indicate a purple or green line to show us the direction 

of the destination [16]. 
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Figure 9: Graphical Representations 
 

We can integrate both software and have an interface built, which is the result of this merger [17]. Where the 

heads-up display will show the real time feed from the front camera of the car. This will have an environment 

where the car is moving on a screen like the eyesight of the driver. The movement of the car will be updated 

directly in the screen [18]. Now the technology to be used should be imported in such a way that a line should 

be drawn Infront of the moving car to show the direction of the destination [19]. 

General displays will show only the wordings or the arrowhead of the navigation but in the present model the 

display will show the upcoming road with a line showing the direction of the way. This will be especially useful 

on highways where there are multiple diversions and one miss in the turning will send you in the wrong way 

20]. Hence a single line will correctly show which road we should take.  

 

Figure 10: Expected Looks of advance HUD 
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In national highway roads there will be boards in such way that will confuse the driver to which road they should 

take [21]. In situations like these we can use the heads-up display to be more accurate. Here one road will lead 

to a different city and vice versa. This is also the case when there is a road connecting a fly over and an 

underpass. A google maps will show a road going straight but will not tell whether it is upwards or downwards. 

This problem will be solved when we use the new program for heads up display [22]. It will clearly show the 

individual routes one must take to reach the destination. Extra information can be stored in the database of the 

car where it shows warnings before arriving at the problem site.  

When a car is over speeding on a highway where the speed limit is less than 80 km (about 49.71 mi)/hr. the 

display will show a warning signaling to slow down. 

 

               

Figure 11: Flowchart of ARHUD 
 

The majority of uses for head-up displays are for professional purposes, mostly in military aircraft, where they 

were first implemented. The number of industries using HUDs, though, is growing nowadays. Examples include 

the automotive industry and augmented reality in video games. As an example of an Intelligent Transport 

Systems case study, we will concentrate on automotive applications, considering novel and experimental HUD 

uses while first providing a quick introduction to HUDs used on aircraft. A HUD is a tool that can help prevent 

many causes that contribute to traffic accidents. These include human mistakes, vehicle errors, and the 

unavoidable accident itself. Human error causes accidents most frequently when people are drowsy, drunk, or 

distracted while driving.  
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A HUD is the tool required to address those issues. A HUD system must offer drivers a wealth of data from a 

variety of categories, such as route guidance/navigation, traffic signs, cargo/road/vehicle conditions, and 

choose the best way to display this data [23]. Crucial factors to consider include having a user-friendly system 

because a driver's ability to process this data is a key factor in its acceptance and use. These applications being 

used in a vehicle will make human life much easier. Overall, this will make humans use a lot of their technical 

skills to develop such a product. When the finished product is out it will have its own place in the market. 

 

                                             CONCLUSION 

Using a Heads-up display will be not only be a satisfactory solution to the given problem but also be a next 

generation update for the upcoming vehicles. We can use this for heavy vehicles as well. This will help drivers 

to navigate and not miss any roads on the highway or city roads. Hence, I conclude by saying that when we use 

precautions like these to upgrade our lives accidents can also be reduced. When I mention accidents, it means 

when some cars miss a turn, they tend to stop right there only [24]. This will disturb the vehicles coming from 

behind and might end up hitting the cars that has stopped. Things like these will be reduced when a technology 

like calibrated Heads-up is introduced into our daily life. Real time examples include when a person is driving in 

a crowded area and there are so many people on the road that the road will be covered. The person might think 

that there is no road at all [25]. But if there was a Heads-up display which indicates the road on spot then it 

would have been easy to take that road.  
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